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The best way to destroy an enemy is to make him a friend…Former KGB assassin Max Austin is
on the run, fighting to keep his family alive while pursuing his parents’ killers. As he battles foes
both visible and concealed, he uncovers a conspiracy with roots in the darkest cellars of Soviet
history.Determined to survive, Max hatches a plan to even the odds by partnering with his mortal
enemy. Even as his adversary becomes his confidant, Max is left wondering who he can trust, if
anyone…If you like dynamic, high-voltage, page-turning thrills, you’ll love the second installment
of The Russian Assassin series starring Jack Arbor’s desperate hero, ex-KGB assassin-for-hire,
Max Austin.

From the AuthorNote: Please read the series in this order for maximum enjoyment:The Russian
Assassin, published June 11, 2016The Pursuit, published November 5, 2016The Attack,
published November 6, 2017The Hunt, published April 29, 2019The Abyss (published
November 10, 2020)End Game (coming mid-2021)
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TWO)This book is a work of fiction. The characters, incidents, and dialogue are drawn from the
author’s imagination and are not to be construed as real. Any resemblance to actual events or
persons, living or dead, is fictionalized or coincidental.Copyright 2016 by Jack Arbor and Ajax
Media Group, LLC. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used, reproduced, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
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be sent to: jack@jackarbor.comEdition 1.2Published byCover art by:For my mother, without
whom none of this would be possible“The enemy of my enemy is my friend”-
ProverbOneDubrovnik, CroatiaThe Russian colonel’s head wavered in the rifle scope as Max
adjusted his sitting position. He switched from the scope to a wider-angle view through a
Bushnell spotting lens. The target was sitting in a frothing hot tub, a melon-chested girl on each
arm, sipping from a champagne flute. His mostly bald pate glistened with sweat, and reflections
of multi-colored lights from the yacht’s disco ball glinted from his head. Two bodyguards stood at
attention several paces behind, their eyes roving restlessly over the undulating party.Hoots and
shouts and clips of music from the boat came through the open window. Three hot tubs were full
of obese old men surrounded by hired girls. Partygoers carried bottles of Cristal in their fists. It
was approaching midnight, and the festivities were in full swing.Despite the cool breeze coming
through the window, a bead of sweat dripped down Max’s forehead. While he waited, he
absently fingered the rabbit’s foot he kept in his pocket, a token of safety given to him by his ten-
year-old nephew.Using a sniper rifle required that the assassin know exactly where the target
would be ahead of time. That knowledge was usually hard to come by. Today, though, he knew.
Max’s handler at the CIA had a source in the colonel’s organization – a Ukrainian sympathizer
who had supplied minute details about the target’s schedule. Despite the intel, this was a rush
job, and Max hated rush jobs. He prided himself on a spotless record and preferred to spend
months researching a target’s habits. Killing a man was an intimate act, one not to be hurried.
Still, Max’s new boss at the CIA wanted to take advantage of the opportunity, so here he was,



perched in a decaying tenement, about to end the life of a man whose sin was profiting from
supplying weapons to the pro-Russian rebels in Eastern Ukraine.His target was about the length
of two football pitches away. At this distance, using the Leupold scope and a M2010 ESR rifle,
Max’s assignment was relatively easy, even with the long silencer attached to the barrel. The rifle
was chambered for a .300 Winchester Magnum, a bullet proven to produce more long-range
effectiveness with less weight than other .30 cartridges. It was probably overkill for this job, but
that was how Max operated – he always stacked the deck in his favor. As he waited, he admired
the workmanship of the matte-black, American-made rifle. Most of the gear he’d used in the
KGB had been decades old and poorly maintained. Restlessly, his hand checked the SIG P226
at his side and the fighting knife strapped to his leg.Max felt no remorse or conflict about killing a
former colleague. He knew the FSB had played a role in his parents’ death and he’d recently
sold his soul to the CIA in exchange for the protection of his family. He owed the FSB nothing.He
moved his eye back to the spotting lens and watched the colonel tip his head back to laugh at
something one of the girls had said. An oversized gold diver’s watch glittered on the man’s wrist.
In contrast to the colonel’s obese underlings, Konstantin Koskov was built like a rugby player –
short and stocky, chest and arms rippling with muscle. He spent as much time working out as he
did chasing girls and counting his money.Max checked his own watch. Two minutes. He moved
into firing position. The rifle’s bipod legs rested on a wooden kitchen table pushed up to the
window. Next to the rifle, a Nikon digital camera fitted with a long-range lens sat on a pocket-
sized tripod. A cord ran from the camera’s shutter to a foot pedal on the floor. A wireless data
card in the camera would automatically transfer the photos to his smartphone. In his pocket was
the remote control to a small block of C-4 he’d attached to the underside of the kitchen table.
When the job was done, he’d activate the bomb and destroy the evidence. He reacquired the
target in the scope. The man’s head came through the view finder in magnified clarity.Max
reached into his pocket and fingered the lucky rabbit’s foot again. He believed in making his own
luck, but the little token reminded him why he was doing this job. He checked his watch again.
One minute. He moved the chair back from the table, taking care not to make any noise, and
took a wide stance. The flag on the pole visible through the window lay limp, but the spring air
held significant moisture. Max went over his firing solution one last time, made a tiny adjustment,
then re-acquired the target. The colonel was pawing at the girl next to him, who was trying to
wiggle away.As the second hand on Max’s watch jolted to the 12 mark, a loud explosion
sounded a block away. The table rattled slightly. Glass bottles chattered above the stove. Max
watched through the scope as Koskov looked up, startled by the diversion Max had planted
hours before.Max ensured the scope’s crosshairs were a shade above the colonel’s temple,
breathed out, and let his heartbeat slow. Using the pad of his index finger, he pulled straight
back on the trigger, simultaneously pressing down on the camera pedal with his foot. The muted
thump from the bullet passing through the silencer and the whir of the camera’s servo motor
were drowned out by the pounding music on the yacht. The target’s head disappeared from the
view through the scope.Max switched to the spotting lens and watched Koskov’s body slip into



the roiling hot tub, the top portion of his head ragged and bloody. The two girls appeared frozen,
their minds not yet registering what their eyes had just seen. The chest and neck of one of the
girls was covered in a dark, silky liquid. Then, in unison, the girls started screaming. The
bodyguards reacted more quickly, drawing weapons as they scanned the area. Their training
made them act, but Max could see the incredulity in their eyes even from this distance. Max
pulled the rifle back from the window and left it on the table.Suddenly, he heard a creak in the
floorboards behind him. To most, the sound would be imperceptible. To Max’s tightly honed
senses, it was like a rifle shot in a still forest. Instinct took over and he ducked and rolled away
from the table, coming up on both feet, the SIG in his hand.TwoDubrovnik, CroatiaAn arm
wielding a knife thrust through the air where Max had just been standing. He parried the arm with
a swift slash of his left hand and tried to bring the gun around, but felt a stinging blow to his right
wrist as the intruder punched downward with his free arm. His gun came loose and clattered to
the wooden floor, out of reach. The attacker pounced, faster than Max thought possible, and
slashed again with the knife. Max defended with a downward cut of his forearm, but not before
the blade caught and sliced through his T-shirt, drawing a deep cut in his torso. Max felt the
sticky sensation of blood on his skin.Again, the attacker slashed toward Max’s torso, sensing
easy victory against a weaponless opponent. Max, however, had trained for this, spending
countless hours on the mat, unarmed against a knife-wielding opponent. He shifted his weight
and parried again, forcing the attacker’s arm to his left. He caught the intruder’s knife arm in his
armpit and wrenched hard, trying to break a bone or dislodge the knife. Max sensed the man
was too strong, too supple. His opponent’s body felt like a steel pole grounded in cement. Max
twisted his body under the man, flipping his opponent over his shoulder. The intruder fell hard to
the ground on his back, landing with a soft grunt.Max was on him in a second, happy to see the
fight move to the ground. He’d excelled as a grappler at the KGB’s Red Banner Institute, and had
kept up the practice. Max regained his hold of the attacker’s knife arm and twisted so he was on
his back, then extended his legs across the man’s torso. He torqued his hip on the man’s elbow,
attempting to break the joint, using a move called an armbar. Grunting in pain, the attacker
dropped his knife. Max continued to apply pressure, waiting to hear the elbow snap.His
opponent shifted slightly and linked his hands together, and Max felt pressure on his knee. The
attacker pushed up violently into a bridge, then twisted and pulled out of the armbar. The wiry
man immediately leapt to his feet with the agility of a dancer and snatched his knife off the
ground.Max took the opportunity to jump back and draw his own blade. Blood dripped from his
forearm as he held the blade in a fisted grip. He assumed the classic knife-fighting pose with
both arms tight in front of his face, the free arm slightly in front, knife hand slightly cocked back.
For the first time, he could study his opponent.The attacker was Caucasian, tall, wiry, and of
imperceptible nationality. His face was lined and weathered, but Max placed him in his early
thirties. The man seemed vaguely familiar, but Max only had a moment to think before the
attacker came after Max with a series of vicious swipes. Max circled away and retreated from
each slash of the knife.The assailant paused, as if to recalibrate his attack. Seeing an opening,



Max pivoted on a planted foot and lashed out with his other leg using a rear side kick that had all
his weight behind it. He caught the intruder in the hip, and the man tumbled backward. The table,
rifle, and camera went crashing to the ground along with him.The attacker rolled with the fall and
leapt to his feet, coming at Max again. He was at least a decade younger than Max, and moved
with the efficiency and grace of a highly trained fighter. His face was passive and devoid of
emotion. This man was a professional.The way the killer moved reminded Max of his own
training. The attacker used very little of his own strength, relying instead on his body weight,
points of support, rotation, and leverage. The way the man shrugged off the pain of Max’s
attacks was also familiar, and suddenly Max realized he was fighting a fellow member of the
Spetsnaz, the blanket name for Russia’s various special forces units. The Spetsnaz were
famous for training under brutal conditions, like being forced to swim in a pool crisscrossed with
barbed wire, being tied and dragged behind vehicles, and being hit in the bare skin by molten-
hot metal poles. A Spetsnaz fighter could withstand pain like no other warrior.A swing of the knife
caught Max in the forearm, cutting through muscle and sinew and drawing more blood. As the
attacker closed into Max’s body, Max brought his forehead down onto the bridge of the
attacker’s nose. Because of the close range, Max had to shorten the arc of his movement,
reducing the power of the strike. Still, he connected with a crunch, and the attacker staggered
back. Max knew the killer was momentarily blinded by the shock. Blood covered the man’s
mouth and dripped onto his chest.For the first time, Max saw emotion. Anger crept across the
intruder’s face, and he came at Max again, closing from a distance. Max planted his left foot and
lashed out with his right, but his opponent anticipated the kick, shifted his weight, and parried.
Then he came at Max with a blinding flurry of jabs and swipes, catching Max in the side with a
long cut. Max parried the arm with his knife hand, then landed a glancing blow with a left jab that
sent the attacker backward again. Max felt more wetness under his shirt, but steeled himself. He
had no intention of dying in this dingy tenement in Croatia. Not with his nephew and sister
waiting for him at the safe house back in the States.The man’s mouth curled up in a smirk as he
saw Max’s blood-soaked T-shirt. He came at Max again in a blur of speed. The knife sliced the
front of Max’s shirt, drawing a cut across his chest, then an elbow caught him in the side of the
head, sending stars shooting through his vision. Another flurry of attacks came, and Max tried to
deflect and spin away, but felt another sharp pain, then more wetness. His legs suddenly felt
weak and a wave of dizziness came over him. He managed to deflect a blow to his side that
might have finished him, landed a punch, and staggered back a few paces.His attacker stood in
the middle of the kitchen. Max’s back was to the doorway. Around them were the broken pieces
of the camera and the overturned kitchen table. Glass crunched under their feet. The rifle lay on
the ground next to the wall. A quick glance failed to reveal where the SIG had landed. Max saw
the small package of C-4 he’d attached to the underside of the kitchen table to use as a
diversionary tactic upon his departure. The remote was in his pocket.The attacker, relentless,
came at him again. Steeling himself, Max parried a knife swipe with his left arm and thrust his
own knife, catching the intruder in the thigh. It was a glancing blow, drawing little blood, but the



attacker hesitated. Max lashed out with a fast left jab that caught the attacker directly on his
already-broken nose. The attacker fell back. Max kicked out and caught the intruder in the gut,
sending him tumbling. The man landed directly on the overturned kitchen table, his face next to
the package of explosives.Max saw recognition in the attacker’s eyes. Shifting the knife to his left
hand, Max brought the bomb’s remote detonator from his pocket. His thumb pressed down on
the detonator button, but froze with it half depressed. Max took a couple steps back toward the
kitchen doorway, adrenaline surging through his veins.As Max paused, he suddenly placed the
man. Years ago, when Max had been a guest instructor at the FSB’s training facility, he’d been
introduced to the organization’s rising star. Plucked from the Red Army’s general population due
to his viciousness, the young man had been trained as a special forces soldier by the Spetznaz,
then trained to be a killer by the FSB. He’d been branded the FSB’s newest killing tool; a ruthless
assassin who pursued his target at all cost. A psychopathic killing machine. That man was now
sprawled on the ground in front of him.As the assassin started to get up, Max showed him the
transceiver. The killer wavered. Max’s mind was spinning. Why was the FSB’s most ruthless killer
targeting him? Was this part of the larger plot to kill Max’s family? Or was this a coincidence, a
second assassin sent to kill Koskov? His father’s voice rang out in his mind, like an echo from
the abyss.Son, behind every coincidence is a cold and calculating mind.“Don’t move,” Max said
in Russian. “Or I’ll push the button and turn you into a red mist.”ThreeDubrovnik, CroatiaThe
attacker froze. He was on his side sprawled partially on the overturned table, legs splayed in the
broken glass. Behind him lay the rifle. The man’s eyes darted around, then lingered for a split
second on a spot near the kitchen’s broken-down cabinetry. Max followed his gaze and saw a
dull glint of metal. Max’s SIG. It was a only a couple of meters from the attacker.“Go for it,” Max
said, holding up the radio-controlled detonator. He took another step backward, toward the
kitchen door. Max had fashioned the explosive to be large enough to destroy the kitchen, but not
level the building. His goal had been to create a small diversion and erase any lingering
forensics evidence, not kill a neighbor.The assassin remained silent, eyes still roving, looking for
a way out.“Who sent you?” Max asked.The killer said nothing. He slowly pushed himself into a
sitting position.“Stop moving,” Max ordered. “If I push this button, I’ll make it into the hallway, but
you’ll be blown to bits.” The assassin froze, holding himself up by one arm.“How did you know
where I’d be?” Max asked, more forcefully.The assassin remained silent.Max studied the man’s
face. He had a narrow face and sharp nose, like a bird. His black hair was cropped close, bangs
cut straight across the front in a Caesar cut.“I know who you are,” Max said.In response, the
would-be killer directed a curse in Russian at Max, then sat up and brushed broken glass from
his hands.Max took another step backward, toward the kitchen door. The bomb was a small
package of C-4. The radio-controlled blasting cap was attached to the plastic explosive with duct
tape, and the entire package was attached to the underside of the table using another piece of
the adhesive. He knew if he timed his jump into the hallway, pressing the detonator button as he
went, he’d be shielded from the brunt of the blast.The assassin glanced at the explosive. Max
knew he was performing calculations in his mind. The distance between himself and the bomb.



The size of the charge. The distance between Max and the bomb. The distance between him
and the SIG. That’s exactly what Max would be thinking were he in the man’s position.“KGB,
right?” Max asked. “We met at the Institute. Who sent you? Were you after me, or Koskov?”The
assassin remained silent. They were in a hopeless standoff. This was only going to end one
way.Perhaps the assassin realized the same thing. He did the one thing Max would have done in
his situation – he stalled. “Former,” he said, sneering. “The KGB don’t pay.”The Russian KGB had
been officially disbanded in 2001 during the fall of the Soviet Union, replaced by an organization
called the FSB. They were just two names for the same organization. Both perpetrated heinous
repression and brainwashing against their own people. Russia was known to be the fifth most
dangerous country in which to be a journalist, behind countries like Iraq and Syria.“Contract
pays better,” the attacker said, leaning forward on an arm and shifting a leg. “Your father used to
be our idol. Until you defected.” He spat the last word out like it was poison.“So the FSB hired
you to kill me?” Max asked, ignoring the man’s comment.The assassin smiled an evil grin, thin
bloodless lips curling up at the corners. His eyes, however, remained dead.“No.”Again, the killer
shifted his weight so now he was sitting on his haunches. Max noted that he’d shifted from the
awkward position he’d landed in, and now was poised to spring. Max took another step
backward and now stood next in front of the open door.“Then who?” Max said, hoping to keep
the man talking.Instead of answering, the man nodded toward the window. “Are you sure you hit
the right target?”Caught off-guard, Max glanced away. In that split second, the intruder
sprang.Max caught the movement out of the corner of his eye and dove through the kitchen’s
doorway, pushing the transceiver’s button as he launched himself into the air.A loud boom
sounded as he landed on his stomach in the hallway. Shards of wood and glass rained down on
his back. Momentarily stunned, he willed himself to his knees and scrambled down the hallway.
Adrenaline masked the pain from the deep wounds he’d received in the knife fight, and he left a
trail of blood along the hallway’s wooden floor. Max ignored the cloud of soot that enveloped
him, forced himself to his feet, and stumbled forward. He needed to get out of the building before
any first responders appeared.He staggered down the length of the hallway and took the stairs
down two at a time, holding on to the hand railings. He exited the building through the back door
and jumped astride a small motorbike. He grabbed the helmet he’d left on the bike’s handlebar
and shoved it on his head. A turn of the key fired the engine, and he twisted the throttle and shot
through a narrow alleyway and out into traffic.Max’s head was ringing, and he could hear muted
sirens. He chanced a glance back at the building. Smoke billowed through the window and
flames licked at the wooden frame. Max slowed the bike and blended into traffic. The motorcycle
was a Honda Hero with a 97 cc engine, one of the most common motorbikes in Croatia. This one
had a dented tank and rusted exhaust. He became just another Croatian on an errand.As he
threaded through traffic and pedestrians in the small resort town, he was alarmed by the
significance of the killer showing up at his job site. Only three people knew where he was: his
CIA handler – Kate – and two of her staff. The implication was staggering. His enemies must
have deep resources, even within the CIA. He knew the Agency had a leak; that much had been



evident when two of Kate’s men tried to kill him in the facility outside Minsk. Kate’s internal
investigation had been thorough, and had yielded nothing. Now he had evidence the leak was
still very much in place.Max gunned the throttle, putting distance between himself and the site of
the attack. A wave of dizziness overcame him, and he fought to control the bike. His jeans were
soaked with blood, and the pain from his wounds started to cut through the fading adrenaline.
Max pushed the questions and the pain from his mind and focused on his escape. He dodged
an oncoming lorry and made a sharp left turn onto northbound Route 8, heading for the bridge
and the waiting fishing trawler that would take him to Italy.FourUndisclosed location outside
BudapestWing Octavia’s heels clicked on the slick cobblestone, sending an echo through the
subterranean chamber. In the distance, she heard water dripping, a steady plink, plink, plink
from somewhere in the darkness. The stone walkway was uneven, but her team had rigged up a
string of dim lights to illuminate the passage. Behind her was the old freight elevator that had
brought her down from her offices above.Finding this place had been a boon for her team, one
of the few things that had gone well since Nathan’s death. The building had been a satellite
office for the Hungarian secret police in the late forties and early fifties. Before the 1956
Hungarian uprising effectively shut the group down, the Secret Police operated as a brutal
offshoot of the Soviet Union’s own covert police force, conducting violent purges of anyone
thought to be against Moscow’s rule over Hungary. The facility, long abandoned, still had its
torture chambers and prison cells intact. It was one of these rooms that Wing was walking to
now.She walked confidently, her outward appearance belying the turmoil she felt inside. Things
weren’t going well with her business, and the stress was starting to take its toll. She wasn’t
sleeping, and her diet consisted of soup and red wine – when she even took the time eat. She
knew she was in a downward spiral that she needed to pull out of. Wing touched the pistol at the
small of her back, taking a small measure of comfort from the hard steel.Wing entered a small,
square room. The ceiling was low and the same wet cobblestone floor was underfoot. A single
bare bulb lit the room, and the air was dank with moisture and the scent of fear. In the center of
the room, an obese, pale-skinned man was strapped naked to a board. The board was held in
an upright position, and the straps strained to hold the heavy man secure. One of her staff, a
thick-chested man named Walter, stood leaning against a side wall.“Good morning, Henry,”
Wing said to the man strapped to the board. “Thank you for joining us. I know the abduction was
unpleasant, but it’s the only way I could ensure our privacy for our little talk.”Walter chuckled, and
Wing shot him a glance. Walter was new to her team, and Wing wasn’t sure she liked him. Henry
didn’t speak. His face was red from anger and shame, his eyes narrow slits. He glared at Wing
with hatred.She addressed her captive again. “Do you know why you’re here?” Thus far, they had
not harmed him, other than the chafe he was experiencing from the webbed straps holding him
to the board and the blow to the head he’d received during the abduction. Wing had mixed
feelings about using pain to extract information. To gain the upper hand during an interrogation,
she preferred psychological punishment over force. Once the pain began, most people would
make up any story just to end the suffering. She suspected she’d get more information out of



Henry by toying with his mind rather than inflicting physical torture.Once again, Henry didn’t
respond. Walter pushed away from the wall and slapped the prisoner. “Speak when the lady
speaks to you,” Walter said. Wing frowned at Walter, but remained silent.The prisoner sputtered.
“Do you know who you’re dealing with? You can’t just kidnap a baron and expect to get away
with it. MI6 will be all over your ass so fast your—”Wing nodded at Walter, who in turn slapped
Henry again, cutting him off mid-sentence.“I’ll repeat,” Wing said. “Do you know why you’re
here?”She moved a step forward and looked into Henry’s eyes. They were bloodshot, but
flashed with anger. Normally, Wing would have her men break the subject down by using sleep
deprivation, forcing him to stand for hours on end, and blasting heavy metal music. This would
have spared her from dealing with the prisoner’s anger, and allowed her to get right down to
business. Unfortunately, she didn’t have the luxury of time.Henry’s eyes flashed again. “Do you
do this to all your clients? This kind of thing won’t be very good for your reputation.”“Only former
clients,” Wing stated. “Dead men tell no tales.”Henry’s face lost a shade of color, but he remained
belligerent. “Fuck you. You wouldn’t dare kill a member of the aristocracy.”Wing ignored him and
crossed her arms over her chest. “You lied to me, Henry.”“Fuck you,” Henry said again.Without
waiting for a nod from his boss, Walter launched a right-handed cross at Henry’s head,
connecting with a crunch. A cut opened on the prisoner’s cheek and blood flowed freely. “Watch
your language around her,” Walter growled.“I know why you lied,” Wing said. “You’re broke. You’re
an aristocrat by title only. Your bank accounts are empty and you owe more money than a small
third-world nation. You don’t even have enough to pay my bill.”Henry glared at Wing, but kept his
mouth shut.“Your ruse to pretend to have your wife kidnapped and killed so you could collect the
insurance money was probably the worst-planned crime in the history of insurance fraud. And
you hired us to take the fall, didn’t you? What do you take me for, Henry? A complete
idiot?”Henry stayed silent, avoiding Wing’s eyes.“Answer the lady,” Walter said, taking a step
forward.Henry said nothing, but his face had softened. He clearly hadn’t thought Wing’s team
could uncover the truth about the job he’d hired her for.Walter hit him again, this time with his
entire weight behind it. His fist crashed into Henry’s nose, causing blood to spatter on the front of
Walter’s tactical shirt. Henry cried out in pain.“You understand why I can’t simply allow you to get
away with it,” Wing said. “My business is built on my reputation. If I don’t maintain that reputation,
my business will suffer. If I allow you to walk all over me, then others may think they can do the
same.”“How about I cut you in on half?” Henry said. His eyes registered hope.Wing pulled the
pistol from the small of her back and removed a black metal suppressor from her pocket. She
made an elaborate show of screwing the silencer into the gun’s barrel. Henry’s eyes went
wide.Wing knew she was on thin ice. Lord Henry Bradley was indeed a powerful man in the
United Kingdom. A former member of the British Parliament and a member of nobility with the
title of baron, he had stature in Britain. Wing also knew he was all form and no substance, a land
owner with no viable income.“You can’t do that,” Henry blustered. “If I’m killed, they’ll come after
you. Scotland Yard, MI6. You can’t kill a baron and get away with it—”Wing placed the barrel of
the gun up to Henry’s temple. “We have ways of disposing of bodies so they’re never found.”Any



remaining blood that had been in Henry’s face now drained out. Wing’s finger tightened on the
trigger. The pistol was a Glock 19 9mm, with a handle custom made for her small hand. She
knew exactly the amount of pressure that would release the trigger. She was burning to get this
over with, to move on, to kill the man and put this ugly situation behind her. She knew she was
doing just as Nathan would do. He would have killed anyone who crossed him as a message to
the world that you didn’t mess with Nathan Abrams. She applied more pressure to the
trigger.“Wait!” Henry screamed. Reflexively, Wing let the pressure off the trigger. “I have
insurance,” he blurted.Wing paused, confused.“I mean, I’ve got materials in a safe deposit box. If
I’m killed or I disappear, I’ve instructed my attorney to release the materials to the police.”Wing
cursed to herself. She was looking into Henry’s eyes, but couldn’t tell if he was lying. He was
obviously a man in a desperate situation, and desperate men would say anything.“What
materials?” Wing asked.“Your identity, your picture, the bank account information I used to wire
you the money. It’s not much, but I’m sure Scotland Yard will take it very seriously.”Wing still had
the gun to his temple, her frustration mounting. On top of this mess with Henry and her
struggling business, her other job wasn’t going well, either. She hadn’t heard from the assassin
she’d sent to Croatia two days prior. She lost her cool and smashed the butt of the pistol against
Henry’s head. A cut opened on his temple and he looked momentarily dazed. Wing stood back
and steadied herself, forcing herself to calm.“How do I know you’re not lying?” she
asked.Henry’s eyes cleared and he looked smug. “I guess you don’t.”“You’re just coming forward
with this now?”“I didn’t think you’d be dumb enough to kill a member of British aristocracy.”“It
doesn’t mean anything anymore,” Wing muttered under her breath. Louder, she said, “How much
time before the provision kicks in?”Henry didn’t answer right away, and seemed to be
calculating. Wing folded her arms.“Wouldn’t you like to know,” he said finally, a smile appearing
on his face.Wing’s mind was spinning. Either he was bluffing, or he actually had materials
stashed somewhere. If he had materials stashed somewhere, there would need to be some kind
of trigger for their release. She looked at her watch.As if reading her mind, Henry said, “It won’t
do you any good to break into my lawyer’s office. Access to the safe deposit box requires either
his thumb print or mine.”Wing smiled. “That won’t be a problem. Walter, bring me Henry’s thumb
print, then get me the lawyer’s name. Do whatever you have to.”Henry’s face went white again,
and Wing turned on a heel and strode from the room.FiveUndisclosed location outside
BudapestAs Wing banged open the metal door to the freight elevator, she heard a long howl of
pain from behind her. She didn’t know if Henry was lying, but she hoped Walter bound up the
wound so he didn’t bleed out. She knew she was taking a big risk, but she didn’t see any other
choice. She couldn’t release Henry or she’d be forever under his thumb. Her only choice was to
get that information before it got out.The freight elevator was one of those old-fashioned models:
a metal cage hanging by a wire-and-pulley system. She yanked the rusty lever that set the
elevator in motion and watched as the wet stone and clay walls slid by. A few moments later, she
emerged into the basement of her building. She walked on cracked yellow linoleum past rows of
empty holding cells and storage rooms. Four flights of stairs brought her to her office, a large



room with high ceilings rimmed with ornate crown molding. Several blood red oriental rugs from
Pakistan were on the floor and she’d had an extra-large cherry wood desk brought in. A small cot
sat in one corner along with a few personal effects. She maintained a flat in Budapest, but it was
full of unopened boxes. She spent all her nights in this room, working late, rising before dawn,
eating little and consuming vast amounts of coffee, in an attempt to keep the firm started by her
late mentor, Nathan Abrams, afloat.Wing was no stranger to adversity. Growing up an orphan in
the slums of Malaysia, she’d outworked everyone and had earned a full-ride scholarship to
Oxford. That’s where Nathan had found her, adopting her as his own daughter and slowly
moving her up the ranks at his company. Displaying the same work ethic that got her into
college, she quickly proved herself and became Nathan’s right-hand woman. Upon his death, it
was natural she’d taken over the firm. The transition, however, hadn’t been easy.One wall of her
office had been removed and replaced with a row of floor-to-ceiling glass windows. She strode
over and looked down on her operations center. It pained her to see only two people typing
furiously and talking rapidly into headsets. In Nathan’s time, the operations room would have
been a seething pot of activity, much like a trading floor just after the opening bell, with dozens of
operations going on around the world simultaneously. Now, Wing only had two teams working:
the group dealing with the Henry mess and the team pursuing Mikhail Asimov, AKA Max Austin.
She yanked open the glass door and walked down the steps to where Marisa sat, her most loyal
and effective comm specialist.“We need someone in London,” Wing said, perching herself on
the edge of Marisa’s desk. She filled Marisa in on Henry’s revelations.“He’s lying,” Marisa said as
she started typing rapidly on her keyboard.“Probably, but I can’t take that chance,” Wing
said.“Fulton is out of commission,” Marisa said, referring to a contractor in their database known
to operate in London. “In the hospital with pneumonia.”“What about Gema?” Wing asked. Nathan
had built a database of external contractors who lived around the globe, people he could trust
with any number of highly sensitive jobs. Jobs like breaking into a law office and raiding a safe
deposit box.Marisa looked up from her monitor. “She hasn’t responded once since Nathan’s
death.”“Crap,” Wing said. “Don’t these people want to earn money?”One by one, Marisa went
down a list of names, and each one was dismissed as either out of commission or unresponsive.
Wing realized she had some work ahead of her to build up her list of resources. “I’m going to
have to go myself,” Wing said, standing. “Can you get me on the first flight to Heathrow?”Marisa
turned and started typing, then looked at her watch. “A KLM flight leaves in two hours.”“Book it,”
Wing said, turning to go.“All they have is coach,” Marisa said.“Fine. That’s all we can afford
anyway.”Her next stop was the desk of Enzo, a lanky, dark-haired, olive-skinned Italian with
elaborate sleeves of tattoos up and down both arms. He was a twenty-five-year-old Nathan had
made into a passion project. Enzo had Nathan to thank for saving him from a life of drugs and
lengthy prison sentences, and had been crushed when Nathan had died. Now he’d pledged his
services to Wing, telling her he was dedicating his life to finding Nathan’s killer. Wing had put
him in charge of hunting down and killing Max Austin, Max’s sister Arina, and her son Alex.“Any
word from Bokun?” she said, planting her feet and crossing her arms in front of Enzo’s



workstation. Aleksander Bokun was the name of the assassin she’d sent to Croatia to find and
kill Max Austin. Bokun was their most effective weapon, and had come at a steep price. Wing
had personally met with him to plead for his assistance, ultimately telling Bokun that Asimov had
been responsible for Nathan’s death. Wing knew Bokun and Nathan had been close.“None,”
Enzo said, looking up from a thick computer book. Wing knew he was teaching himself to be a
computer hacker. Enzo banged on his keyboard for a few seconds, then shook his head. “He
hasn’t checked in.”“Crap,” Wing said. “How long’s it been?” The Asimov contract was her one
paying gig. She needed the money, and she needed her demanding client off her back.“Several
hours,” Enzo said. “A few headlines coming in now about Koskov’s death. No mention of Bokun
or Asimov.” Enzo shifted in his chair, and she caught him looking at her with wide brown eyes.
She looked away. It wasn’t the first time Enzo had looked at her that way, and each time it
touched a nerve deep inside she’d forgotten existed. Still, she didn’t have the mental energy for
such games.“Asimov changed his last name to Austin,” Wing said. “Part of his deal with the CIA.
I’m sure he’s got a completely new identity and everything. Maybe even plastic surgery.”Enzo
leaned back in his chair and stretched his lanky frame, toying with the ends of his dreadlocks.
“Where do you get all your information?” he asked. “You knew exactly where he’d be for the hit
on Koskov, too.”Wing just looked at him.“Oh, right,” Enzo said, smiling, a trace of mock-scorn in
his voice. “You can’t reveal your source.”Wing wasn’t about to be goaded into a response. “Any
reaction from Moscow on the news of Koskov’s death?”“No, and I’d be surprised if there is one. I
doubt the Russian government would pander to the Western media by legitimizing Koskov. Even
if that country is run by the FSB and the mafia.”“All right. Keep after Bokun. I know he’s eccentric
and a loner. But if he wants to get paid, he’s going to have to report in at some point. Meanwhile,
start looking for another resource in case Asimov, I mean Austin, somehow got the better of
Bokun.”“What? You think that’s possible? Bokun’s the best there ever was. I mean, he’s a killing
machine, right?” Enzo’s brown eyes twinkled as he looked at her.“Anything’s possible in this
business,” Wing said, trying to ignore the flirting. “Remember that as your lesson for the
day.”Wing bounded up the stairs to her office two at a time. She went to her computer and
activated a secure email program using a randomly generated security token from an app on her
phone. She had many such email accounts, but this one was used for one purpose only. She
clicked a couple of times and the inbox came up in a secure browser. Each email was encrypted
using a 128-bit AES cipher. Only one person had the email address. As the inbox appeared, she
saw she had one new message. She clicked to open it.Update? Koskov confirmed dead. What
of Max Austin?She looked at the time stamp. It had been sent only fifteen minutes ago. That
meant her source also didn’t have an update on either Austin or Bokun’s status. That was
definitely concerning. What could have happened to the two men?She closed down the secure
email program without responding. Let her source stew a little longer. In time, something would
come to light. She undocked her laptop, shoved it into a small bag along with some personal
effects, then carried the bag downstairs.Walter was standing by Marisa’s desk. When Wing
walked up to them, he handed her a small, oblong object wrapped in gauze and packed in a



small plastic bag.“This what I think it is?” Wing asked.“Yes, but how will you get it through airport
security?” Walter asked.“I have a fake diplomatic passport that allows me to bypass security,”
Wing replied.“Handy,” Walter said.“He’s still alive, right?”Walter frowned. “Of course. Not a very
happy camper, but he’s still alive.”“Excellent,” Wing said. Turning to Marisa, she said, “When I
land, I need the location and security information for that lawyer’s office.”Marisa bent over her
workstation. “On it, boss.”SixLondon, EnglandBy the time Wing landed at Heathrow, her concern
about the health of her assassin was rising. There was still no word from Bokun, and according
to her source, Max Austin still hadn’t checked in with the CIA. She tried to stay focused on the
task at hand. There was nothing she could do until one of them re-emerged.Her heels clicked on
the hard floors of Heathrow terminal as she hastened through the surging crowds. Someone had
told her once that Heathrow was the third busiest airport in the world. As a small woman, she
was used to fighting to succeed, and the trip through chaotic Heathrow was a metaphor for her
life. The passport she’d used belonged to a fake, mid-ranking diplomat from Malaysia. She knew
it wouldn’t raise any flags. British customs was a breeze and, clear of the crowds, she marched
out toward ground transportation.Marisa had arranged for a driver from the list of contractors still
willing to work for them, so Wing wouldn’t have to wait in the notoriously long Heathrow cab
lines. She walked up to a man wearing a turban and holding a sign with her assumed name and
said softly, “I’m told Grey Lady is the pick in the third at Romford.”The man shook his head and
said, “I like Sassy Prince in the third.”The code phrase was correct, and Wing followed the man
out to a long black Audi.“Soho Hotel, Richmond Mews,” Wing said to the driver as she slid onto
the dark leather seat. The sedan lurched away from the curb and merged into the heavy morning
traffic. Wing thumbed the lever to raise the window between her and the driver, then removed
her phone and resumed her secure chat session with Marisa.Wing looked up from her phone
twenty minutes later and noticed the car was exiting the M4 in Kensington, about five kilometers
before reaching downtown London. Alarmed, she lowered the window so she could talk to the
driver. “Why are we exiting?”“Road construction and congestion on the M4, ma’am,” the driver
said, pointing at a smartphone attached to the dash. “We’ll take Bayswater instead.”Wing
grunted in reply, then closed the window.The next time she looked up from her phone, the
sunlight had faded and the bars of connectivity on her phone had disappeared. Startled, she
glanced out the window and saw that they’d entered a parking garage.“What the—?” She knew
the Soho didn’t have a parking garage. Annoyed, she thumbed the button to lower the window to
the driver’s compartment. The window didn’t move. Alarm rose in her throat. She fumbled,
pulling at the door latch. It moved in her hand, but the door didn’t open. She jammed a finger on
the door lock mechanism. Nothing. She banged her head on the head rest in frustration.The car
wound its way down several levels, and arrived at a cement wall where the parking level ended.
They made a three-point turn and came to a stop facing the direction they’d come. Through the
tinted glass, she saw no other cars. She glanced at her phone; still no connectivity. She tossed it
into her bag. This was a sophisticated move, made by a sophisticated adversary. All she could
do was wait.Eventually, she saw a black Mercedes sprinter van roll toward them. It came to a



stop directly in front of them and doused its lights. Through the front window, Wing watched as
four large men in suits exited the van and took up positions around the perimeter. Almost in
unison, each removed a machine pistol from under his suit jacket and stood at attention.The
passenger side door opened, and any remaining mystery of the day’s events were erased. A tall,
Germanic-looking man stepped from the van. He wore a light grey suit and blue tie. The man’s
features were stony and his eyes were dull, unfeeling. His skin was the color of limestone. Wing
knew the man only as Mueller, personal assistant to the man Wing called the Wheelchair Man,
for she did not know his true identity. Mueller gave a signal in the direction of Wing’s car, and she
heard the door locks release. The driver exited the car and opened her door. With no other
options, Wing got out.She was roughly frisked by the driver and the bag was taken off her
shoulder.Mueller approached. “Come,” he said, taking her arm. His baritone voice was dry, deep,
as if it had come from the bowels of the earth. He propelled her along the concrete to the open
side door of the van. In the dimly lit interior, Wing could see an empty captain’s chair facing the
rear. Aided by Mueller, she stepped into the darkness of the van and sat down in the chair.“Ms.
Octavia,” came a scratchy voice from the rear of the van. As her eyes grew accustomed to the
darkness, she made out the scrawny figure of her client, clothed in a black suit three times too
large for him. His skeletal body was perched in an oversized motorized wheelchair secured to
the floor of the van. He looked older and more withered than when she’d last seen him, only four
weeks ago. “Pardon me saying so,” he continued in his high-pitched voice, “but you look
tired.”“Yeah, well you look like death warmed over,” Wing said.A tense moment passed where
she thought she’d overstepped. Then he let out a squeal of laughter, and Wing saw his red, wet
lips glinting in the dim light, curling around a large set of bright white dentures. A clawed hand
reached up and tried to tame the wisps of white hair floating around his head, behaving as if
there were extra static in the air.“You may long for my untimely demise,” he said. “But be careful
what you wish for. The next man may not be as forgiving. Right now, my fondness for you is all
that is between you and your own tragic departure from this earth.”“How did I become so lucky,”
Wing said, folding her arms over her chest. “What do you want? I’m on a schedule.”Another peal
of laughter. Spittle flew from the old man’s mouth as his body shook with mirth. “I know you are.
Such a troublesome business with Lord Bradley. He’s an old fool, a man who will not be
missed.”Wing blanched. “How did you know—?”“My dear, there is very little that I don’t know.
You would do well to remember that.”“And despite that power, you still have not managed to kill
Max Austin.”The old man’s look darkened and his smile disappeared. “Is that the name he’s
going by now? Now that he’s disappeared into the safe confines of the CIA and their witness
protection program?”Wing’s mouth dropped open for a brief moment.“You are not the only one
with sources, my dear. A man does not get to my level of power without cultivating a robust
network of information. Most men—” he paused and nodded at Wing “—and women, have their
price. So is he dead?”“If you have so much information, why don’t you tell me? You seem—”“Do
not toy with me,” the old man growled, more spittle flying. “My patience only extends so far. I
know you sent the KGB assassin. A wise choice. A move I would have made myself.” His



expression softened.“I haven’t heard anything,” Wing said. “Both men seem to have
disappeared.”“Do I need to remind you the price of failure?” the old man said. Without waiting for
an answer he yelled, “Mueller!”The tall assistant had remained standing next to the open door
during the conversation. Now Mueller produced a small tablet and handed it to Wing. On the
bright screen were two icons.“Tap the first one,” the old man said. “Technology is a wondrous
thing, is it not?”She tapped the top icon and a video sprang to life, taking up the full screen of the
tablet. The first image took her breath away as she watched the movie unfold. It was only a few
seconds long. Even though she hadn’t seen him in over twenty years, she recognized her father.
He was sitting in a wooden chair holding up a newspaper. His long, flowing beard was all white.
Deep lines creased his weathered face. Her heart skipped a beat. Wing’s biological parents had
been killed not long after her birth. This man had taken her in and raised her as his own, working
several back-breaking jobs around the slum where she’d been born just to feed her and her
adopted brothers and sisters. Now her client was holding him hostage. She peered at the
newspaper. It was today’s morning edition of the Financial Times.“Is he ok?” Wing asked,
blinking back tears.“For now,” the old man said. “Tap the second video.”She felt momentarily
relieved. Wing minimized the video of her father and tapped on the second icon. Once again a
video filled the entire screen, and Wing held her breath, steeling herself for anything. This time, a
younger man sat in a metal chair, holding a newspaper. The background was different. Wing
didn’t recognize the man, but noted his Slavic, Eastern European features. He wore a dirty white
oxford shirt, untucked, and black trousers. A pair of rimless spectacles were perched on his
nose. Wing watched as a hand holding a pistol entered the video frame. She caught her breath
as the man’s head rocked sideways and blood and brain matter blew out the side of his skull.
The man fell from the chair and the video ended.“What the—?” Wing exclaimed.The old man’s
face was frozen in a grotesque smile. “Three days ago you contacted an independent computer
hacker code named GreyRabbit—”Wing’s face screwed up in horrified surprise.“I warned you,
my dear,” he continued. “Do not hire computer hackers to try to dredge up information about me.
Not only will you fail, but you will sign the death warrant of each person you hire. If you can live
with that, then keep at it. You will not win. My resources are vast. My connections are beyond
what you can even fathom.”Wing suddenly felt dull, like her brain wouldn’t function. She’d hired
the GreyRabbit without knowing his identity using a series of blind, secure email accounts and a
wire transfer to an anonymous bank account in Samoa. How on earth had the hacker been
discovered?“Now go, Ms. Octavia. Go kill Mr. Asimov. Or Austin. Or whatever the fuck he is
calling himself these days. I want him dead!”Wing felt herself being escorted from the van and
guided into the back seat of the Audi. She barely noticed the car ride into the city. When she was
dropped off at the hotel, she checked in, locked the door behind her, poured herself a glass of
wine, and walked to the balcony that overlooked Soho Square Gardens.She watched lovers
strolling hand in hand through the square, past the Bavarian-styled gardener’s hut. A gentle
breeze ruffled the lush trees and flowering plants that filled the square’s gardens. She downed
the wine, then poured a second. By the time she’d finished the third glass, her nerves had



steadied, and the fear was replaced with anger and frustration.Turning, she threw the empty
glass through the open sliding door, and watched it burst against the wall next to the bed. She
would be damned if she was going to let either the baron or her client defeat her. She was better
than that, and knew if she focused on one thing at a time, she would prevail. First, get the
information out of the safe deposit box. Next, kill and dispose of the baron. Then, kill the Asimov
family. Lastly, she’d track down the old man in the wheelchair and kill him, too. One step at a
time, she reminded herself. One step at a time.SevenParis, FranceMax opened his eyes and
saw nothing but blackness. Beneath him, the sheets were damp, but luxurious. He put his wrist
close to his face and noticed his watch was missing. It hurt just to move his arm. He propped
himself on his elbows and waited for his eyes to adjust. His mouth felt like it was stuffed with
cotton, and his body ached like he’d been in a car wreck.Gradually, his eyes acclimated to the
darkness and the room came into view. He was lying in an oversized bed. The satin sheets were
black. There were no windows, and the door directly across from him was closed. On the wall
next to the bed was a gigantic portrait of a nude, brightly tattooed woman. The picture was of the
home’s owner, and it jogged his memory. He was at Goshawk’s, his former lover and current
computer expert.Max turned his head. On the nightstand was a small dish containing a handful
of pills. Next to the dish was a bottle of water and a washcloth. He grabbed the bottle and drank
half. Then he swung his legs off the bed, pushed open a set of double doors, and entered the
bathroom, wincing as he flicked on the light. He relieved himself, then stood naked in front of a
full-length mirror, fighting off a wave of dizziness and nausea. His body looked like he’d been
attacked by a mountain lion. Three deep cuts had been stitched shut. The rest of his wounds
looked like they’d been washed and treated with antibiotic cream. He noticed several days’
growth on his normally shaved head.He returned to the bed and lay back down. He looked at
one of the pills from the dish. On one side was written the word Vicodin. He sighed with relief.
With Goshawk, you never knew.Just as he was about to doze off, the bedroom door opened and
a tall, lithe form glided in, seeming to glow in the darkness. She wore a white silk robe and her
long flowing hair had been dyed a bright pink. She came over to the side of the bed.“Max,
darling, you’re awake,” she said. She put a hand on his forehead, caressing his skin with long
fingers tipped with pointed nails. “And the fever seems to have broken. Thank goodness. I was
starting to get worried about the infection.”She undid the front of her robe and let it slip to the
floor. Even though he’d seen her naked hundreds of times, he still marveled at the beauty and
intricacy of her tattoos. She pulled the sheet down and with the grace of a ballerina, threw a leg
over his body and straddled him. Letting her hair brush across his face and chest, she took two
pills from the dish and held them up.“You need to sleep, darling,” she said. “These will help.”Max
allowed her to put them into his mouth, and accepted a slosh of water from the bottle. “How long
have I been here?” he asked.Goshawk trailed a sharp nail down his chest, avoiding the cuts and
scrapes. “Three days, honey. You were in bad shape when you got here.”“Did I talk about what
happened?”“You were delirious when you arrived. I could barely get you into the house and up
into the bed.”“Do you have my stuff? My phone and my watch?”“Yes, dear.”Max breathed a sigh



of relief.“Now don’t talk,” she said. “You need to rest. After, of course. I’ve been waiting for this for
three days. Somehow fucking you while you were out seemed, well, a little weird, even for me.”
With that, she gently guided him into her, and Max drifted off into a haze of pleasure.When he
woke again, Goshawk was gone. His head still felt woozy and heavy, but he experienced no
dizziness when he used the bathroom. Looking around the bedroom, he found his jeans and
yanked them on. They were bloodstained and cut in two places, but they were the only clothes
he could find. He opened the door and padded down the stairs, shirtless and
barefoot.Goshawk’s home was one of the more unique buildings Max had ever been in. As a
hyper-paranoid computer expert, Goshawk had taken her own privacy to an extreme level. Her
house was a two-story building, custom built inside a warehouse in one of Paris’s commercial
districts. The outer shell of the warehouse had been reinforced with a lead lining that blocked all
radio waves from entering or leaving the structure. Max’s mobile phone was useless in her
house. Goshawk also had a rule that no foreign electronics were allowed in the building. She
maintained a small storage locker on the outside of the interior building where her guests were
required to leave their electronics.He entered the kitchen and found Goshawk in jeans and a
thin, sleeveless T-shirt in front of the stove. The black granite counter top was covered with
baking supplies, and Max saw a red box of brownie mix. He sat on a stool at the kitchen’s center
island.“Thanks for nursing me back to health,” Max said.“My pleasure, darling. We’ll just add it to
the tab.” She smirked and gave the concoction on the stove another stir.“I need something else,”
Max said. “Your computer expertise.”“Of course you do. What is it this time, sugar?” She moved
away from the stove and poured a cup of steaming black coffee into a white mug and handed it
to Max. He took it gratefully, then winced as the scalding liquid scorched his tongue. She poured
herself a cup and perched on a bar stool.“I can’t remember how much I’ve told you about the
people trying to kill my family,” Max started.“Not much, lover. Just that you’re not sure who they
are, but that you suspect the Russian FSB.”“Correct,” Max said. “Abrams, the guy you helped me
track down a few weeks ago, was just the hired gun, and he never revealed who hired him. I
suspect it’s connected somehow to my father’s position with the KGB—”“Your father was the
Assistant Director of the Belarusian KGB, right? Are they still connected to Moscow?”“Right. And
yes, they are still very tight. Belarus is one of the last of the former Soviet territories to sever ties
with Moscow. My guess is my father must have done something to make enemies of the Russian
FSB.”“The Russian FSB. Different name, same goals.”“Exactly.” Max paused to take a sip of his
coffee.“So that’s why you cut a deal with the CIA? You never did explain that to me.”“They offered
to keep Arina and Alex safe in exchange for my services.”“Christ, Max.”“I know. My father is
probably rolling over in his grave. I just didn’t have any other alternatives.”“Fucking CIA,”
Goshawk said. “Not sure I can work for you anymore.”“I’m not sure I can fuck you
anymore.”“Touché,” she said. “So what do you need?”“I found something the last time I visited
my parents’ house. It was hidden in a framed picture—”“Wait, wasn’t your parents’ house
completely destroyed by the bomb that killed them?”“Yes. I found it back in the barn. Anyway,
when I dropped it, a small memory card fell out.”“What’s on it?” she asked.“I don’t know. When I



put the card into a card reader, all I saw was gibberish. But whatever it is, I’m guessing it might
be the reason why our family is being targeted. Whoever is after us probably wants whatever is
on that memory card.”“Where is the card?”“Hidden back at the safe house with Arina and Alex.
But I put a copy on the hard drive of my phone.”“Well don’t just sit there, sugar. Go get it.”Max left
the table, exited Goshawk’s building, and retrieved his smartphone. Called a Blackphone, his
smartphone was an ultra-secure device that prevented cellular companies from infiltrating it
using back-door hooks, utilized encrypted transmissions, and employed its own firewall to
prevent external intrusions. He stepped outside into the bright sunlight, and used an encrypted
email application to send Goshawk the contents of the memory card.When he returned, he
found her in her office. Large television monitors were fixed to the walls around the perimeter of
the small room; some showed the health of various servers, while others were tuned into news
and stock market channels. To her left was an electronic piano and bench. In front of her were
arranged six large computer screens. She was sitting on a shearling covered desk chair, her
long legs folded under her, pink hair pulled back into a ponytail. As soon as Max walked in, she
hit a key and all the monitors went dark save for the one directly in front of her.“Where’s your
tinfoil hat?” Max asked.“Very funny, fuck toy. Take a seat.”Max sat on the piano bench.She hit a
key and a document flashed onto the screen showing a long string of nonsensical numbers and
characters. “You’re right about one thing,” she said. “The document is encrypted.”Max said. “Can
you break the code?”She laughed. “Obviously you know little about encryption.”“Explain,” he
said, ignoring her comment.“Encryption is actually a very simple concept,” Goshawk started.
“Rudimentary forms of it have been around in analog form for thousands of years. The first
known use of cryptography was in Egypt back around 1900 BC—”“Spare me the history lesson,”
Max said.“Fine. Public key encryption is pretty basic. Someone uses a computer to encrypt a
message using the public key, which turns the message into gibberish – a long string of alpha-
numeric characters like you see here. The recipient of the message needs a private key to
decrypt the message. The private key is mathematically related to the public key, but you can’t
derive the private key from the public key. With me so far?”
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R. Smith, “Cat & Mouse, The Russian Assassin, The Pursuit, The Attack/ Jack Arbor. I was
rereading my Lee Child collection in the few days before Lee Child's Past Tense was due out. I
spotted a book on Amazon called “Russian Assassin.” Those are two of my hot button keywords.
And the book wasn't in that eyebrow-raising price range of $14-15 for a Kindle ebook. So, okay, I
thought. I'll risk it. And I did. And after being tangled up in yards and yards of fishing line (the very
clever and unexpected plot lines), I was hooked, tangled, line and sinker.Usually, my leaps into
unknown authors disappoint. I often don't even finish them. But then again, sometimes (as with
Mark Dawson/John Milton) I am wonderfully surprised. Mr Arbor and Max definitely surprised
me. I was in the middle of Max's series when the Reacher book came out. I stayed with
Max.Jack Arbor is a relatively new writer, and for all that, I was instantly absorbed in the
characters and story. Yes, his newbie status as a writer was sometimes apparent in the first
book, The Russian Assassin. But. Don't be put off. Somewhere between Assassin and Cat, Mr
Arbor hits a high-stepping stride as a skilled and engaging writer.In Assassin, and only in
Assassin, his language sometimes lacked fluidity, structural rhythm and depth, could have used
some onomatopoeia in word choices, especially in high action scenes, might have employed set-
ups for new scenes to include the mundane and irrelevant before all heck breaks lose. He
occasionally used well-worn similes (“muscles hard as a rock”), but by the subsequent books,
the plotting, language style (“sharp as a pointed stick in the chest”), canny use of choppy
sentences in fast action scenes, had me fully engaged and visualizing. Very quickly I was
stumbling over the ruts where I had thought the plot was going, only to find that I had missed the
turn, and he had taken the plot off in an entirely unexpected direction.One of Mr Arbor's best
qualities is his ability to portray major and minor characters with a deft hand. When he
introduces a new face, he describes it with just a few spare lines, like the best sketch artists. One
of my frustrations with many authors is that I quickly forget who these smaller characters are,
and when they reappear later in the book, I am often having to use the Kindle search function to
identify them. Not so with Mr Arbor's minor characters. He makes them simple and he makes
them memorable and he makes them stick. Once introduced, not forgotten.I think this is an
author on his way up, and I sincerely hope you do too.”

Thomas D. John, “A tans-continental tale of deceit and intrigue. Another winner.. Max Austin is
attempting to find out who murdered his father and why. Meanwhile, he is being hunted by
persons unknown, who want to kill him, his sister, and young nephew, but again, he does not
know why. All Max can assume is it has something to do with a memory chip he found at his
boyhood home, a chip he cannot open without an encryption key. Max has forged an alliance
with the CIA, and while carrying out a mission for the CIA, Max is attacked by an assassin as
skilled as he. This is a truly engrossing story, a story that takes us to Russia, and back to the
United States, as Max attempts to keep his sister and nephew safe. Max forges an alliance with



Wing, the Asian beauty who was attempting to carry out his assassination. When answers start
to emerge about who wants Max's family dead, and why, his opponents and their resources
amaze Max. This is an intricate and fascinating tale of intrigue, assassination, and dogged
determination and discipline. Max Austin is killer, yes, but a killer who loves his family and wants
to keep them safe. If you enjoy international thrillers with lots of tactical situations and mayhem
as I do, this is a great series for you. Jack Arbor is a master at his craft.”

Karl Braungart, “The plot thickens to make me want to know more.. Max Austin is still at it, only
this time he’s more conditioned to return to his old ways. One of the best espionage tactics is to
become a friend of your enemy. It became a fact when Russia teamed up with the West to
obliterate the Nazi regime during WWII. The similarity here is Austin finds someone he
associated with years before. The Russian consortium pursuit gets hotter. His reasons are to
protect himself, his sister, and her son, and stay alive. Their chances of making it are slim
currently. But the protagonist determines to finish the elimination of the Russian consortium one-
by-one. The plot was believable because Austin used one tactic after another, increasing his
achievements, whether socially, under attack and getting the hell beat out of him, or killing
another underground Russian consortium member. Now it was an all-out war to find the rest of
them. Finally, the ending made me want to read book 3 to find out more.”

Carol, “Fantastic. I was as enthralled by this book as much as the previous one. Looking forward
to the next one in the series.”

Jamie Dickey, “Heavy on the action!. The mystery deepens as Max learns more about the old
man in the wheelchair. There are some unexpected twists. An old power-hungry group called
The Consortium emerges. We still don't know why they are so insistent that Max and his entire
family must die. It may simply be his father breached their sacred secrecy. Max has also made a
dangerous assumption that The Consortium has only twelve members, when all he knows for
certain is they have twelve officers. Not the same thing. Where there are officers there tends to
be a lower echelon of members, the drones as it were.The author did a fine job of creating a
creepy atmosphere around the old man and the organization in general. The second book in the
Max Austin series was thick with action, but could have used a little more depth in intrigue &
mystery. Bringing in Yuri and the old guard bathhouse Russian was a nice touch though. You
would think a control freak organization like this would have their information not only encrypted
but coded. They would have words & phrases, numbers & symbols of which only they knew the
meaning.”

Johnny Mauricio, “The page turner Oscar price worthy !. The second story I read about Max
Austin and I am ordening book #3 right now ! I read about 3 books every month for years but
leave the other 2 on hold for Max ! That should  say  something I think ! Enjoy ”



Maz from Melbourne, “Excellent. Great read. Central character does have values! Interesting
story line flips around the world. Please keep writing Jack. Each new book is more intriguing than
the last.”

The book by Jack Arbor has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,599 people have provided feedback.
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